PATON REVIEWS EMPLOYMENT AID GIVEN STUDENTS THROUGH PLACEMENT SERVICE.

The following story was obtained from Mr. Paton, who was at the Assistant to the Vice Provost, in active en-
gaged in student employment work.

"Thousands of our students each year participate in some fases of part-time employment. Three-fourths of the whole or part of their college expenses. Work of this nature does not enable them to secure adequate money, to working on the night shift at some of the Philadelphia banks where salaries average around $500 per month.

"The problem of student employment closely with the College of the Committee of Five on围着 and 9,8, 10, 11, and is in the primary role of Student Employment Division of the University.

In the twilight shift at some of the Philad-

ELI G. MICHELSON

Paton reviews employment aid given students through placement service.

at the Pennsylvania. The series of Make-up Tests.

NEW YORK SHELL TO BE CHRISTENED FRIDAY

Specially-Constructed Craft to Be Named "Thomas S. Gates" in Honor of "Thomas S. Gates" in Honor of

Lauder Trophy Regulation

According to regulations, the University swimming squad will be eligible for the 1927-1928 season and pass the eligibility test for the 1927-1928 season.
FORTY-EIGHT STUDENTS SPEAK IN NORRISTOWN

Undergraduates Address Congregations

OF EIGHTEEN CHURCHES UNDER

E. A. Director

FOLLOW WORK OF OTHER YEARS

Forty-eight undergraduates of the Uni-
versity addressed the congregations of
eighteen churches of Norristown last even-
ing in a well-organized attempt to ac-
quire surrounding communities with
Christian Association work. Previous to the
speakers last visit, delegations had visited
the Norristown Women's Club and the
two high schools in order to make infor-
mation in the final meeting on Sunday.

The first speaker in each church de-
veloped the idea of religion as a force
on the campus with illustrations from the
work of the Christian Association and the
demonstrational activities. This was fo-
tioned by an exposition of "What Religion
Offers Youth," by the second speaker.

Throughout the whole program the stress-
ful object of the visit of the deputation
was emphasized. First to explain the work
of the Christian Association, second, to
convey the fact that religion is a real
force among undergraduates, and third,
young people, and third, to present a pic-
ture of undergraduates like the one on
the platform. In other years deputations have
been sent to Wilmette, Reading, and Chester
although none were sent last year. With
recently’s delegation there have been a
number of students who have spoken in
districts of Philadelphia and
in the Philadelphia area, but little during the
year, which, in the
opinion of Christian Association officials,
has constituted one of the best years
of advertising for the University.

Some of the well-known men on the
college staff who were invited to participate
in the group were: Charles A. Bunney, 22, presi-
dent of the Christian Association; A.
Center Fleming, 22, news editor of
The Pennsylvania; Eli Ellingshagen, 22,
member of the water polo team and The
Pennsylvania staff; Claude Mock, 22, the
Pennsylvania restaurant; Thomas Urban, 22,
football, basketball player; Har-
old Baldwin, 22, and W. McKee and
D. C. Ottley, 22, members of the soccer
staff; A. H. Wills, 22, president of
the Freedman class, and Westphalgin Button,
president of the junior society, H. H. Rush,
president of the Women’s Student class, and
Henry Bonner, president of the Women’s
Presbyterian class, were among the
written speakers.

Adelphia

Roller Skating

RINK

3601 Market Street

OPEN EVERY NITE

Cat Out This Advertisement

Get A Skate In

To Give You an Idea

$26.50

One of our customers made two visits to other gold
Philadelphia stores for critical comparisons.
He found their $20 coats showed small advantage over
ours at $26.50.
He bought ours.

Hundred of men are having similar experiences.

S

STETSON HATS

Stated to Annuity

STEAM ES

To Rent A Car

THE MILESTONE SYSTEM, INC.

FORDS

NASHES

BUICK

RENT A CAR

3707 Spruce Street

Drive It Yourself

712 WALNUT STREET

3020 MARKET STREET

$26.50

Phone: Evergreen 4677

WILLY’S KUIK

Dormitory Hand Laundry

WASHING AND DRYING

FREE

WE PRESS 5 SUITS FOR:

HUMPHREYS

FORDS

ONE DOLLAR AND

SIXTY CENTS

SKATE RINK

The Semi-Annual

REDUCTION

of Whitehouse and Hardy Shoes. Built
by Johnstone and Murphy—
NOW IN PROGRESS

EXCLUSIVE LACED AND

PATENTED SHOES

WHITEHOUSE & HARDY

1311 CHESTNUT ST. PHILADELPHIA

NEW YORK, SHS

SUSSEX 6-802

NEWARK 6-804

SUSSEX 6-4294

BEECH-NUT PURE FOOD

PRODUCTS

ARE THE FAVORITES OF THE FRATERNITIES

NEARLY ALL FRATERNITIES SERVE BEECH-NUT

PRODUCTS, PER LIST

Beech-Nut Bonen, Beef, Chill Brea, Noat Butter, Pasek & Bars, Tomato

Soup, Rape and Puree, Paveerta, Biscuits, Pies, Apples, Macaroni

Black Macaroni, Eier, Prepared Meatloaf, Coffee, etc., etc.

Beech-Nut Preserves, Hamstein, Jam, Jellies, Beech-Nut Conerves, Pack-

ed at San Jose, Calif. Beech-Nut Mints, Fruit Drops, Chewing Gum.

PHILA. OFFICE

411 NORTH 3RD STREET

Bell Telephone Market 1915

Githens, Rexsamer & Co.

Importers of Coffee and Tea


Represented by H. D. Novello

Halls Dining Car

3019 WOODLAND AVE.

SATISFACTION IS WHAT YOU WANT!

WE GUARANTEE IT

NEVER CLOSED

Rebuilt

Typewriters

$15.00 UP

AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO

2 STORES

1209 ARCH STREET

15 SOUTH 8TH STREET

LOUGH 1811

LONDON 7216

To Give You an Idea

—of the extraordinary values among
these topcoats at

$26.50
of the foregoing items will serve to indicate the type of activities with which the Council concerns itself, as well as the field of endeavor within which it operates as a branch of the University administration. It will thus be seen that, broadly speaking, the Council as a body is a fact-finding commission in University matters which you neither accident nor financial and also in a co-ordinating body in all matters connected with the inner relations of the various student organizations among themselves. But its main purpose is to move in a general direction, in order to find situations good and good situations better, when ever possible, with the University itself, as the chief benefactor of the Council's good offices."

The Seville Studios, Inc.
3125 Walnut Street

Do not miss the opening of our new branch of the University! Many new attractive novelties at sensible prices.

Come in and look us over.

CAMEL is always the friendly cigarette. In days of tense achievement, in moments of joy and anxiety, a lighted Camel will spur you to the stars with its cool crisp fire. Camels understand your every mood.

A purchase of CAMELS brings you the comfort of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos. Blended by skilful experts into the world's most popular smoke, and the best.

Un frühmor quality is the distinguishing mark of Camel, most popular smoke, and the best.

SPONSORED BY SERVICE BUREAU OF DUTY REEDED
Tickets $1.10 including contest charge. Reservations phone EVERGREEN 105.
Now that the famed Headstock and Swatson Tournament has thinned out, we can enjoy no more such pleasures until the Interfraternity and Fall Rally.

These two finals usually force the student body at large and Curly Joe into their seats and times balls over their chins.

Seven stick swizers are on the trial of the hundred and thirty-five panel11 wrestling camp, our own Doug McDonald, to insinuate him into presenting at the dignified, yet dangerous forms.

If he enters the competition of the "aunt marthas bobs," he is favored to last for at least four seasons.

A wager has been made between the more reckless stud-ents, that Doug McDonald cannot keep from being chosen a certain hold sway, a hundred thirty-five pound warm who kicks from Bubba, and add it as a calisthenics with her.

And away a good inactivity, has been jarred on by a fruit danish who deris her weight down to 156.

Peaches Browning earned a decision over Beauty in the piledown class.

Referring to Doug's ability to last the Charleston on his feet, the odds appear to be against his money will remain on the floor until the belt is half lost.

Max, who is in an authority on such affairs, due to his presence among the Harvardians, claims that Doug couldn't last a Charleston, but he add that after a few lessons that even strength of the "three-in-one" label, a businessman who had been called, "the greatest cooker in all the land." And, after watching the Mark and Wiz dancing chest to chest, we are inclined to back Mark in his prediction.

The Block Bottom is a sort of "daisy chain" act in one. It corresponds to the civil meeting, many talk of.

Insurance companies have recalled policies on all those

The first perception is the park, hill, or dress of the Block Bottom. Pick through livery, adhesion lined, and indicated with feathers should be worn over a football uniform to impose

The popular demand is of an such intensity that Arthur Murray, America's foremost dancing man, has consented to transmit a few sump phrases for single learners.

Poney pay careful attention, Mr. and, or rather Professor Murray, since you are paying $150.00 every time you educate his executives to do." Lions, whether in the popular eulogy is adjured to the aid of the Bottom.

The popular demand is of an such intensity that Arthur Murray, America's foremost dancing man, has consented to transmit a few sum phrases for single learners.

Fanny pay careful attention, Mr. and, or rather Professor Murray, since you are paying $150.00 every time you educate his executives to do." Lions, whether in the popular eulogy is adjured to the aid of the Bottom.

Those are the true facts, but the improvements for the fall. The talent American and Penn State Productions are excellent settings.

As a guide, go up the "Block Bottom" in every stage of the game, the foundation, the surprising, and the ever so do not be too severe an estimate of the form. This is nothing to think about the situation, the stronger the impression becomes. But, we are not to say it is a great game, not a feeling of Elizabethan exaltation, for it is not long before we come to the conclusion that the finish line is a line of almost familiar a thing.

Yelling, marching, bowing, coming, waving-painters of any musical source. Of course, if there are victories to be pointed to in almost every one of these sports-which victories such as the Symon and Nixy basketball games-yet their schedules as a whole have been an indescribable success. The fall line is the great line, and Student Union has seen the finish line, but it is not an mechanical thought, but nevertheless a fact. But we understand the general capacity and strength in other grades.

The line is: That it is a deep one which we cannot gather it factually. We have compiled and expert enough from a line of really capable of unshakable material. The men who sit on the various lines are experienced enough to gain property of exten- sive of them. But this mixture is nevertheless minimize, not what their experiences and the number and skill they have been the arbitrator. It is not to be feared that it is a fact. But we believe the general capacity and strength in other grades.

The line is: That it is a deep one which we cannot gather it factually. We have compiled and expert enough from a line of really capable of unshakable material. The men who sit on the various lines are experienced enough to gain property of exten- sive of them. But this mixture is nevertheless minimize, not what their experiences and the number and skill they have been the arbitrator. It is not to be feared that it is a fact. But we believe the general capacity and strength in other grades.

The line is: That it is a deep one which we cannot gather it factually. We have compiled and expert enough from a line of really capable of unshakable material. The men who sit on the various lines are experienced enough to gain property of exten- sive of them. But this mixture is nevertheless minimize, not what their experiences and the number and skill they have been the arbitrator. It is not to be feared that it is a fact. But we believe the general capacity and strength in other grades.

The line is: That it is a deep one which we cannot gather it factually. We have compiled and expert enough from a line of really capable of unshakable material. The men who sit on the various lines are experienced enough to gain property of exten- sive of them. But this mixture is nevertheless minimize, not what their experiences and the number and skill they have been the arbitrator. It is not to be feared that it is a fact. But we believe the general capacity and strength in other grades.

The line is: That it is a deep one which we cannot gather it factually. We have compiled and expert enough from a line of really capable of unshakable material. The men who sit on the various lines are experienced enough to gain property of exten- sive of them. But this mixture is nevertheless minimize, not what their experiences and the number and skill they have been the arbitrator. It is not to be feared that it is a fact. But we believe the general capacity and strength in other grades.

The line is: That it is a deep one which we cannot gather it factually. We have compiled and expert enough from a line of really capable of unshakable material. The men who sit on the various lines are experienced enough to gain property of exten- sive of them. But this mixture is nevertheless minimize, not what their experiences and the number and skill they have been the arbitrator. It is not to be feared that it is a fact. But we believe the general capacity and strength in other grades.

The line is: That it is a deep one which we cannot gather it factually. We have compiled and expert enough from a line of really capable of unshakable material. The men who sit on the various lines are experienced enough to gain property of exten- sive of them. But this mixture is nevertheless minimize, not what their experiences and the number and skill they have been the arbitrator. It is not to be feared that it is a fact. But we believe the general capacity and strength in other grades.

The line is: That it is a deep one which we cannot gather it factually. We have compiled and expert enough from a line of really capable of unshakable material. The men who sit on the various lines are experienced enough to gain property of exten- sive of them. But this mixture is nevertheless minimize, not what their experiences and the number and skill they have been the arbitrator. It is not to be feared that it is a fact. But we believe the general capacity and strength in other grades.

The line is: That it is a deep one which we cannot gather it factually. We have compiled and expert enough from a line of really capable of unshakable material. The men who sit on the various lines are experienced enough to gain property of exten- sive of them. But this mixture is nevertheless minimize, not what their experiences and the number and skill they have been the arbitrator. It is not to be feared that it is a fact. But we believe the general capacity and strength in other grades.
SWIMMING COACH FORMS PENNSYLVANIA CONTEST RULES

Volleyball Mentor Announces Regulations to Govern Intercollegiate Swimming Meet

MEET SCHEDULED FOR APRIL

George Kinnaird, much of the University swimming team, announced yesterday the rules and regulations governing the Penn Intercollegiate swimming meet which will be held during the first week in April. The LL-cone, which will be awarded in the winning team will be competed for by all the intercollegiate teams on the campus. The rules have been formulated with the idea of giving representative teams the best chance of getting the rules. In an attempt to carry out this idea, the swimming coach stated that only those teams who have competed for the Intercollegiate in meets or events will not be permitted to enter the trials. Anyone who has been a member of a Freshman swimming team is also eligible. In addition the rules exclude those who are not on either team because of miscellaneous influence. It is hoped that considerable interest will be shown in the contest as the 3-mile cup will be awarded only once. The home winning cup will be permitted to the home team's possession of the award. Mr. Kinnaird also stated that any team desiring to enter this event will be judged on its place at the end of any time and he will be only one team to receive that honor. He also states those entering the relay to pin-

Sophomore Banquet and Smokeless selected

(Continued from Page One)

The banquet, scheduled for March 28, will begin at 6:30. The speakers of the evening will be Dr. John Koch, former football coach, and one of the last-year's Freshman Banquet, Dr. Robert G. Miller, Dean of Alumni, at the University, and President, Bowdoin College. The program will be presented by the Homecoming Orchestra. The banquet will be on the menu and the program. Several smalls will be covered from many sources.

The banquet committee is composed of Robert Zellinger, Chairman; William Kill- steen, Speakers; R. E. Engle, President; George Lasker, Entertainment; Frick Point, Athletic; Edward Green, Tickets; Ralph Kintscher, Walter Beauford, Glee Club; William Morris, William Dupre, Paul F. Van, George, Denver Wilson, George Still, George Carle, and D. O. Gilliam. Serving on the banquet committee are Franklin Wolff, Clarence H. H. Stahl.

Clothes Cost! 

While you compare a cheap, excelled substance and a real gold-gilted costume, the difference is noted at once when the one you choose after a few minutes' wear while the other is good for a year. It will look as alike as a prize and choice gold and will, at all times you know you are well dressed. Such is the clothes we make and many Penn men know this. Why not you? Our prices are $50 to $500

PYLE & INNES
LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS
115 WALNUT ST.

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3441 Walnut Street

No smoke-pover need be pipe-shy...

Ask the advice of any man who's solidly wedded to a perfect pipe, and you'll find he attributes the success of their happy union to one thing: Granger Rough Cut. For there's nothing like Granger for assuring happiness and harmony between a man and his pipe.

Every man deep down in his heart cherishes the desire to take unto himself a pipe—yet many a poor paluka suffers disappointment because of his incompetence to select other than the cheapest at the expense of properly providing for a pipe.

Ask the advice of any man who's solidly wedded to a perfect pipe and you'll find he attributes the success of their happy union to one thing: Granger Rough Cut. For there's nothing like Granger for assuring happiness and harmony between a man and his pipe.

Here's tobacco worthy of the most wonderful pipe in the world... and because it is sensibly packed in a practical foil-pouch (so costly too) it sells at a price that settles the "expense" problem... if a man and his pipe stick to Granger they're bound to live happily... ever afterwards.
NOTICES

Winter's Biggest Little Drug Store

Dr. Weygandt Criticizes Bennett's Novel—Ranking

Pennsylvania Professor Disagrees with British Writer's Classification of Greatest Novels

Dr. Child Gives His Opinions

Arnold Bennett's recent statement that the twelve greatest novels were all written by Russians was not received with favor by President W. H. Bennett of the English Department of the University. Mr. Bennett's article appeared in the London Evening Standard where he claimed that the names of Tolstoi, Tchekov, and Dostoyevsky were far better than any others, and that no one would dare to place those of Charles Dickens above them.

Darrell Kent, Professor of English Literature, is strongly opposed to the statements of Mr. Bennett and said that the English author was not in an advantageous position with Russian literature and poetry to make such an assertion. He also added that Bennett was in the habit of attempting to lower American authors when, in fact, none receives a kensite of the Russian language and culture, so it is not fair to feed the winds in their original forms.

Dr. Glenn O. Child, professor in the English Department, is also disagreeing with the British writer and found that the works of Fyodor Dostoevsky should not be left from any list of great novels. He stated that the judgment of a novel, regardless of its origin, depends on the personal likes and dislikes of the individual and the impression of such a list or opinions between novels is simply a matter of taste.

Dr. Weygandt named several novels which he considered among the greatest in literature and pointed out in particular novels "Heart of Midlothian," Thackeray's "Vanity Fair," Meredith's "The Egoist," Hardy's "The Mayor of Casterbridge," and Conrad's "Nostromo." The latter he characterized as a very great novel.

The Captivating Voice of the Delightful Actress, Alice Brady

By preference — she smokes Lucky Strikes

Lucky Strikes are mild and mellow—the finest cigarettes you ever smoked. They are made of the finest Turkish and domestic tobaccos, properly aged and blended with great skill, and there is an extra process in treating the tobacco. "It's toasted"—no harshness, not a bit of bite.